
Shafaw (II) 
 

  “Shafaw Healing (II) – is Energy Healing for the removal of 

charges.  The charges are allowed to surface, release, and move on. Once 

associated 'Charges' with a condition clear, a Shafaw healer prevents them from  

coming back and “ The effect is going to be permanent”. A lot of times 

existing physical symptoms as well as physical symptoms in the making simply 

disappear with Shafaw (II). In fact Shafaw (II) can successfully be used as 

Preventative Medicine.” 

 Shafaw Healing (II) ends the Journeys to places no longer there!   
 

    
 

“It does not matter what has been done to you or what you have done, what 

matters is to let go and start new creative endeavors and be a partner of life 

in the making. 

Let Journeys to places no longer there comes to an end!” 

– Master Danadoost 
 

Shafaw (II): 
Master Danadoost has been utilizing Shafaw (II) since 1993 realizing that trying to Heal 

Physical issues without addressing related e-motional components may only temporarily 

be useful and creates only a cure at best! 

 

Master Danadoost has been mainly utilizing Shafaw (II) in his private sessions and in 

Family conflicts/marriage healings since 1993. However, In 2010 Master Danadoost 

started to teach the amazing techniques of Shafaw (II) to the students of ‘Emitters of 

Light’ or year 4 students.  

 

In Shafaw, spontaneous healing or healing addresses both physical and emotional 

disharmonies instantaneously or over time.  However, in a Shafaw (II) environment, a 

Shafaw Healer directly focuses on ‘allowing’ the ‘charges’ related to any and all 

emotional/physical Issues to surface and be discharged. The charges are actual 

“Electrical” charges. 

 



Our Shafaw and Shafaw (II) motto is:  

‘It does not matter what has been done to you or what you have done’. It is 
about ‘Releasing Electrical Charges’ attached to life stories so one can be free from all 

the hypnotic commands/subconscious programming and exhausting inner dialogue 

leading to ‘New Choices’ and a Conscious Happy Life. 

 

A Shafaw (II) healer does not influence memories nor the subject of memories. The 

Shafaw (II) healer determines the appropriateness of reviving a traumatic experience. 

Once the subject of recovered memories and its relevance is assessed, leading questions 

allows charges to surface. 

 

Shafaw (II) simply addresses all charges, the Past/emotional regressions and the Present 

openly offering potential for profound transformation. 

 

Once ‘Charges’ are released, a Shafaw (II) Healer prevents the ‘charges’ from coming 

back/recycle in different parts of the aura as well as different parts of the physical body.  

 

By discharging the allied electrical 'Charges' in Centers/Storage areas where 

‘Insecurities’ and ‘fears’ are heavily deposited, the individual will find the ‘Space’ to let 

go of ‘electrical charges’ surrounding any condition, physical symptoms or not.  

 

Once associated 'Charges' with a condition clear, they cannot come back. The effect is 

going to be permanent.  

A lot of times existing physical symptoms as well as physical symptoms in the making 

simply disappear with Shafaw (II). In fact Shafaw (II) can successfully be used as 

Preventative Medicine. 

 

For clairvoyants as well as those who have access to Aura Machine, Shafaw (II) is 

amazingly colorful. Ideally, the ‘healee’ is best to be connected to an Aura Machine. The 

'before' & 'after' aura is very impressive. 

 

For the ones already affected by physical Dis-ease, Shafaw (II) expedites the physical 

healing as well as ‘New’ openings for a healthy life. Especially with Terminally ill 

Healees, the Process is a life Saver.  

 

Shafaw (II) satisfies the analytical mind and it can be labeled as ‘Psycho-Cleansing’ & 

‘Subconscious mind purging’ such that the Healee/patient can start fresh.  

 

Journeys to places no longer there comes to an end!   
 

Shafaw (II) is particularly effective with all diseases like cancer and disease deemed as 

“incurable” by the Western medicine. Diseases like fibromyalgia, lupus, MS as well as all 

known psycho Somatic Diseases.  

 



Shafaw (II) since its inception by Master Danadoost in 1993 has matured significantly. 

His extensive Shafaw Healing Work and observation integrating his clairvoyant, 

clairaudient & most importantly Clairsentient abilities has brought Shafaw (II) to ‘New 

Heights’.   

 

He observed how human beings want to get better but do not want to heal as a result of 

the stored charges related to insecurities, fear, grief, resentment, anger and frustration in 

different parts of the physical bodies.  

 

Shafaw (II) releases charges from all issues including cross-national and cultural 

differences that may be as important variances as in genetic factors. By removing 

‘charges’ the healee constructs the road map that leads to maximized personal happiness.  

 

While receiving Shafaw (II), the healee realizes the charges anchored in habits/cycles 

and behaviors and therefore, the healee can decode and release abuses in the mind and the 

body. 

 

Shafaw (II) decodes childhood programming, generational tendencies and hypnotic 

words and catch phrases. By realizing how one identifies with the hypnotic commands, 

one can achieve the highest potentials. Once the hypnotic words are identified, they can 

be replaced by the healee with positive and direct language in alignment with the order of 

the universe and what the healee wants. 

 

Testimonials: Shafaw (II) 

♥ Thank you Master Danadoost, as you helped me realized, after 

50-years, that my father had not molested me, my Ovarian 

Cancer started to heal. 

♥ My disease went like “Smell’! 

♥ What did you do? The long life “grief” is gone! LOL. 

 

• Bios.  

Master Danadoost. Master Danadoost started his healing career after receiving 

a healing from Grand Master Healer Ostad Parvarandeh in 1992 in Iran who freed 

him from Leukemia and a host of other diseases like hepatitis.  Master Danadoost 

then studied forty days with Master Parvarandeh and upon returning to the US 

started the Shafaw Method of healing which he continues today.  For more 

information please visit: 

                         ehealing.org or  healingclinic.org     

 


